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RANDOMIZATION IMPROVED STRICHARTZ ESTIMATES AND
GLOBAL WELL-POSEDNESS FOR SUPERCRITICAL DATA
NICOLAS BURQ AND JOACHIM KRIEGER
Abstract. We introduce a novel data randomisation for the free wave equation
which leads to the same range of Strichartz estimates as for radial data, albeit
in a non-radial context. We then use these estimates to establish global well-
posedness for a wave maps type nonlinear wave equation for certain supercritical
data, provided the data are suitably small and randomised.
1. Improving Strichartz estimates via suitable randomization
Consider the free wave equation
u “ ´utt ` 4u “ 0
on Rn`1, where we shall restrict to the case n ě 2. Denote the initial data by ur0s “
pup0, ¨q, utp0, ¨qq. Interpolation of the point wise decay and energy conservation
lead to the famous Strichartz estimates››u››Lpt Lqx ď Cpp, q, nq››ur0s›› 9HγpRnqˆ 9Hγ´1pRnq, 1p ` nq “ n2 ´ γ, (1.1)
provided we restrict pp, qq to the Strichartz admissible range, given by 1p ` n´12q ď
n´1
4 , p ě 2, with the case pn, p, qq “ p3, 2,8q excluded. These estimates have
been known to be optimal in general due to the well-known Knapp counterexam-
ples.
However, it has also been known for a while that the latter can be avoided by im-
posing either a symmetry reduction, such as radiality ([6]), or imposing additional
constraints on the angular regularity of the data ([11]), in which case the range of







, p ě 2. (1.2)
This section contains the observation that combining the method of proof from
[11] with the asymptotic analysis of ’generic’ orthonormal bases for the space of
spherical harmonics on S n´1 in [3] and implementing a suitable randomisation,
one can obtain almost the same estimates as in the radial case, see Proposition 1.2
below. In the following section, we shall show how one can use a refinement
of these estimates (Proposition 1.4) to deduce small data global well-posedness
results below the critical scaling for certain nonlinear wave equations of ’fractional
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Figure 1. Admissible ranges: light = general range, dark = ex-
tended range
derivative Wave Maps type’ on R3`1. For a recent work on well-posedness of
derivative nonlinear wave equations involving randomised data see [4].
1.1. Probabilistic orthonormal frames for spherical harmonics. Consider the
sphere S d ãÑ Rd`1 and let 4 be the Laplace operator with respect to its canonical
metric. Eigenfunctions u satisfying ´4u “ λ2u satisfy the well-known estimates
}u}LppMq ď Cλδppq}u}L2pMq, 2 ď p ď 8,
where




, p ě 2pd ` 1q







q, p ď 2pd ` 1qpd ´ 1q ,
and these bounds are in fact optimal on the sphere. However, from [3], we infer that
eigenfunctions saturating the preceding bounds are in some sense exceptional, and
that in fact orthonormal bases for L2pS dqmay be constructed which much improve
these bounds.
Theorem 1.1. (Burq-Lebeau [2, 3]) Denote by Ek the space of spherical harmonics
of dimension Nk and associated to eigenvalue λ2 “ kpk`d´1q, k P N. Identify the
set of orthonormal frames Bk “ pbk,lqNkl“1 of Ek with the orthogonal group OpNkq,
equipped with the Haar measure νk. Let ν “ bkνk the natural probability measure
on the set of sequence of orthonormal frames B “ pBkq. Then there are constants
C, c, c0 ą 0 and for all q ă `8, constants
Mq,k „ C?q when k Ñ `8
such that
ν
`tB “ pbk,lq; Dk, l; }bk,l}L8pS dq ą pc0 ` rqalog ku˘ ď Ce´cr2
ν
`tB “ pbk,lq; Dk, l; }bk,l}LqpS dq ´Mq,k ą ru˘ ď Ce´cr2 (1.3)
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In particular, we can select an orthonormal frame tbk,l; l “ 1, 2, . . . ,Nk, k “
1, 2, . . . , u for L2pS dq consisting of eigenfunctions of 4 with the property that




log k, if q “ `8
C
?
q, if q ă `8. (1.4)
Call such a frame tbk,l; k, l ě 1u a good frame. We shall use such a good frame
to implement a suitable data randomisation in the sequel.
1.2. Randomization improved Strichartz estimates.
1.2.1. Using good frames. Pick a good frame tbk,luk,lě1 for L2pS n´1q. Consider a
function f pxq on Rn supported at frequency „ 1, and write its Fourier transform in
terms of the good frame after passage to spherical coordinates ρ, θ:pf pρθq “ÿ
k,l
pck,lpρqbk,lpθq
In turn, this gives a representation of f pxq in terms of the good basis as follows










2 `kp2pirρqpck,lpρqρ n2 dρ, (1.5)
and we have ÿ
k,l
››pck,lpρq››2L2dρ „ ›› f ››2L2pRnq. (1.6)
Now let hk,lpω˜q be a collection of real-valued independent random variables with
distributions µk,l on some probability space, satisfying for some c ą 0 and all γ P R
the bounds ˇˇ ż
R
eγxdµk,l
ˇˇ ď ecγ2 , k, l ě 1.
Introduce the functions pf pω˜qpρωq :“ÿ
k,l
hk,lpω˜qpck,lpρqbk,lpθq
Also, denote their inverse Fourier transform by f pω˜qprωq. Finally, let
upω˜qpt, xq “ `e´it?´4 f pω˜q˘pxq.
Then we can state the following
Proposition 1.2. Let p2, qq be admissible in the sense of (1.2). Then for suitable
positive constants c,C we have
P




L2pRnq if q ă `8
Ce
´c λ2} f}2
H0`pRnq if q “ `8
(1.7)
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Proof. If p2,`8q is admissible in the sense of (1.2), then p2, qq is also admissible
for q sufficiently large and the second estimate follows from Sobolev embeddings
W,q Ñ L8 for  ą 0 and q sufficiently large. We now assume q ă 8. Write (with










2 `kp2pirρqpck,lpρqρ n2 dρ














››r 2´n2 bk,lpθq ¨ ż 8
0
e´2piitρJ n´2
2 `kp2pirρqpck,lpρqρ n2 dρ››2L2t Lqx¯ 12
(1.8)
Following [11] we expand pck,lpρq “ řνPZ cνk,lei pi2 νρ which upon substitution in the






















´2piipt´ ν4 qρχpρq dρ,
with χ a suitable smooth bump function localizing around the support of pf pρωq













p1` |t ´ ν4 |q
n´1
2 p1` ˇˇr ´ |t ´ ν4 |ˇˇq 12
“ 1













2pk, |t´ ν4 |, rq . 1, and so application of the Cauchy-Schwarz












p1` |t ´ ν4 |qn´1
˘ 1
2 .
Interpolating this with the simple energy bound››`ˇˇr 2´n2 ż 8
0
e´2piitρJ n´2
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we find the bound››r 2´n2 bk,lpθq ¨ ż 8
0
e´2piitρJ n´2





p1` |t ´ ν4 |q1`q
.
(1.9)
for any q such that p2, qq is admissible in the sense of (1.2), with q ą 0 a suitable
positive number.
















p1` |t ´ ν4 |qn´1
˘ 1
2 .






s} f ››L2pRnq, s ě q. (1.10)
The proposition is then a consequence of lemma 4.5 in [15].

1.2.2. A non pinching condition. In this section we show how we can avoid the
choice of a particular frame and work directly in an arbitrary eigenbasis of spherical
harmonics. We start as previously and consider a function f pxq on Rn supported at
frequency „ 1, and write its Fourier transform in terms of an arbitrary frame after
passage to spherical coordinates ρ, ω:pf pρωq “ÿ
k,l
pck,lpρqbk,lpθq
In turn, this gives a representation of f pxq in terms of the basis by (1.5) with (1.6).
We now assume that the decomposition (1.5) satisfies the following non pinching
condition (see [10, (1.3])
Assumption 1. There exists C ą 0 such that for any k the projection
Πkp pf pρωqq “ÿ
l
pck,lpρqbk,lpθq
on the Nk dimensional space spanned by the spherical harmonics of degree k sat-
isfies





We now randomize the function f using the exact same procedure as in Sec-
tion 1.2.1. We now have
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Proposition 1.3. Let p2, qq be admissible in the sense of (1.2). Then for suitable
positive constants c,C we have under this new randomization the same results as
in Proposition 1.2
P




L2pRnq if q ă `8
Ce
´c λ2} f}2
H0`pRnq if q “ `8
(1.11)
Proof. We revisit the proof of Proposition 1.2 and get from (1.8), (1.9)






























Following [3, Lemme 3.1] we now remark that
pθ,rθq P pSn´1q2 ÞÑ Kkpθ,rθq “ÿ
l
bk,lpθq, bk,lprθq
is the kernel of the spectral projector on Ek the subspace of L2pSn´1q spanned by
the spherical harmonics of degree k. It is consequently invariant by conjugations
by isometries of the sphere, which means, for any such isometry J
KkpJθ, Jrθq “ Kkpθ,rθq,
which implies (since the group of isometries acts transitively on the sphere) that







|bk,lpθq|2 “ NkVolpSn´1q .
Plugging this into the r.h.s. of (1.12) (remark that since what we get does not
depend on ω any more, the Lqω norm becomes irrelevant) and using Assumption 1
gives




























The proposition is then a consequence of lemma 4.5 in [15]. 
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1.3. A refinement; microlocalized Strichartz estimates. For applications of the
estimates derived in the preceding subsection, and in particular for deriving esti-
mates which beat the natural scaling, it is useful to also control certain square sums
over pieces which are box-localised in Fourier space. Specifically, it shall be useful
to control norms of the form`ÿ
c
››Pcupω˜qpt, xq››2Lpt Lqx˘ 12 ,
where c ranges over a covering of the annulus ρ „ 1 in Fourier space by boxes
of diameter „ µ . 1. Here, after re-scaling to frequency „ 2k, k " 1, we shall
put µ “ 1. The point here shall be to deduce a bound which beats the ’trivial’
estimates obtained by Cauchy-Schwarz and interpolation. In order to achieve the
optimal such bound, we shall have to implement another randomisation, this time
with respect to the radial direction. Specifically, divide the interval ρ „ 1 into










Finally, let hpIq,νk,l pω˜1q be a family of independent random variables on a probability
















Call the resulting free wave upω˜,ω˜1q. Below, we shall denote by P the probability
space ΩˆΩ1.
Proposition 1.4. Let f , upω˜,ω˜1q be as in the Section 1.2.1. Also, let 0 ă µ . 1 be
a length scale, and pick for such µ a uniformly finitely overlapping cover C of the
annulus ρ „ 1 by cubes c of diameter µ. Denote by Pc a Fourier multiplier which




››Pcupω˜,ω˜1q››2L2t Lqx˘ 12 ą λµ´ n´22pn´1q´u˘ . De´dλ2{} f }2L2pRnq
for suitable positive constants D, d (which, in addition to the implicit constant,
depend on q).
Proof. We follow a similar procedure as in the preceding proof. Let χˇcpxq be the
inverse Fourier transform of the smooth localiser χc which realises Pc. Note that
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χˇc rapidly decays beyond scale µ´1, and we have
››χˇc››L8 . µn.
Picking s ě q, we have by Minkowski’s inequality››››t››Pcupω˜,ω˜1q››L2t Lqxu››l2c››Lsω˜,ω˜1 ď ››t››››Pcupω˜,ω˜1q››Lsω˜,ω˜1 ››L2t Lqxu››l2c (1.14)






















where Ipcq is an interval of length „ µ essentially uniquely associated with c P C.




hk,lpω˜qhpIpcqq,νk,l pω˜1qcpIpcqq,νk,l χˇc ˚
“
bk,lpθqr 2´n2 ψkt´ ν4 prq
‰
where „ indicates ’up to an irrelevant constant’. We conclude that for any s ě q






bk,lpθqr 2´n2 ψkt´ ν4 prq
‰ˇˇ2˘ 12




























and more specifically the inner expression without the outer norm } ¨ }L2t . This we
shall achieve as in [11] via interpolation between bounds for q “ 8 and q “ 2.
Then using the same point wise bounds as before, we find that for any function g
on the sphere Sn´1ˇˇ
χˇc ˚
“





ˇˇ ˚ “ 1




p1` ˇˇr ´ |t ´ ν4 |ˇˇq 12
‰
. }g}L8µn ¨ µ´pn´ 12 q ¨ 1p1` |t ´ ν4 |q
n´1
2





gpωqr 2´n2 ψkt´ ν4 prq
‰}L8 | . }g}L8µ 12 ¨ 1p1` |t ´ ν4 |q n´12




gpωqr 2´n2 ψkt´ ν4 prq
‰}2L2˘1{2 . }g}L2
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and interpolation gives for q “ 2pn´1qn´2 `` ÿ
c;Ipcq“I
››χˇc ˚ “gpωqr 2´n2 ψkt´ ν4 prq‰››qLq˘1{q . }g}LqpSn´1qµ 12pn´1q´ ¨ 1p1` |t ´ ν4 |q 12` .



































































and so ››››t››Pcupω˜,ω˜1q››L2t Lqxu››l2c››Lsω˜,ω˜1 ď D?sµ´ n´22pn´1q´›› f ››L2x
The proposition is a consequence of this via Lemma 4.5 in [15]. 
1.4. Comparison to the Klainerman-Tataru improved Strichartz estimate. Re-
call from [7] that in dimension n ě 4, we have the following bound for free waves
u supported at frequency „ 1`ÿ
cPC
››Pcu››2L2t Lpx pRn`1q˘ 12 . µ 12´ 1p ››ur0s››L2x , (1.16)
provided p2, pq is (standard) Strichartz admissible. Using the endpoint exponent
p “ 2pn´1qn´3 , and using Bernstein’s inequality, we can improve this for p “ 8 to`ÿ
cPC
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On the other hand, assuming for q “ 2pn´1qn´2 ` the bound`ÿ
cPC
››Pcu››2L2t Lpx pRn`1q˘ 12 . µ´ n´22pn´1q´››ur0s››L2x
leads via Bernstein’s inequality to the bound`ÿ
cPC
››Pcu››2L2t L8x pRn`1q˘ 12 . µ´ n´22pn´1q´µ npn´2q2pn´1q ››ur0s››L2x
“ µ n´22 ´››ur0s››L2x ,
which is essentially compatible with the Klainerman-Tataru bound. However, the
range of exponents q in Proposition 1.4 is of course much larger than the one in
[7].
2. Small data global existence for the critical nonlinear wave equation in
n “ 3 dimensions with supercritical data
2.1. Some notational conventions. In the sequel, we shall denote dyadic frequen-
cies by N “ 2k, k P Z, and the associated standard Littlewood-Paley multipliers by
PN or also Pk. For each l ą 0, we pick a uniformly finitely overlapping cover Kl of
S 2 by caps κ of diameter „ 2´l, and denote the Fourier localizers which smoothly
localise to frequency „ 2k and angular sector κ by Pk,κ. If u is a function of pt, xq,
we denote its restriction to τ ąă 0 (Fourier variables) by Q˘u or u˘. We denote
by
ˇˇ|τ| ´ |ξ|ˇˇ the modulation, and by Q j the multiplier which smoothly localises to
modulation „ 2 j. To define the spaces in the next section, we shall refer to null-
frames ptω, xωKq, ω P S 2, which refer to 1?2pt`ω ¨ xq as well as x´ tω ¨ 1?2 ¨ p1, ωq.
We shall frequently resort to Bernstein’s inequality: for us this means the fact that
for p ă q and f P LppRnq with Fourier support contained in a rectangular box R
we have ›› f ››LqpRnq . |R| 1p´ 1q ¨ ›› f ››LppRnq.
2.2. Smoothness gains via Wiener randomisation. Here we combine the pre-
ceding considerations with the Wiener randomisation introduced by Luhrmann-
Mendelson in [9]. We shall henceforth work in n “ 3 spatial dimensions. Consider








where N ranges over dyadic numbers and PN is the standard Littlewood-Paley
projector. To simplify things a bit, we shall assume fă0 “ 0 in the sequel. We
randomise each component f pNq as in the last subsection but one, i. e. introduce
f pNq,pω˜pNq,ω˜
pNq
1 q, where the superscripts in ω˜pNq, ω˜pNq1 indicate that we randomise
these pieces independently, of course. Introducing the corresponding propagators
upNq,pω˜pNq,ω˜
pNq
1 qpt, xq “ `e´it?´4 f pNq,pω˜,ω˜pNq1 q˘pxq,
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and letting C be a finitely overlapping covering the frequency region ρ „ N by
cubes if diameter µ „ 1, we have the following re-scaled version of the inequality




››PcupNq,pω˜pNq,ω˜pNq1 q››2L2t LqxpR3`1q˘ 12 ą λN 14`u˘ ď De








››PcupNq,pω˜pNq,ω˜pNq1 q››2L2t LqxpR3`1q˘ 12 ą λu˘ ď De















2 ă ˚ ! 1.
Then letting
ś
Ně1pΩpNq ˆ ΩpNq1 q be the corresponding product probability space,
we have
P
`tDN ě 1; `ÿ
cPC









Replacing ˚ by xlog Ny6˚ and incorporating the correction into } f pNq}H 12`pR4q,
we see that up to a data set of exponentially vanishing size De´d
´1
˚ , we may as-
sume that for each dyadic N we have the bound`ÿ
cPC




In order to take advantage of this bound, we now effect a third, final randomisation,
this time at the scale of cubes of size „ 1 covering frequency space. This is in
effect exactly the procedure in [9]. Thus for the usual random variable hcpω˜3q,
where c P C ranges over a collection of finitely overlapping cubes of diameter „ 1









Call the corresponding propagator
upω˜˚,ω˜
˚
1 ,ω˜3q :“ `e´it?´4 f pω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q˘pxq.
If ω˜3 is defined on probability space Ω3, with probability measure P3, then a com-
bination of Bernstein’s inequality with (2.3) furnishes the following
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2`pR3q ă ˚ and that pω˜
˚, ω˜˚1 q avoids an excep-
tional set of measure . e´
d




xlog Ny2››PNupω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q››2L2t LMx pR3`1q˘ 12 ą λu˘ ă Ge´g λ2˚
In particular, up to a set of parameters ω˜3 of size ă e´
g?
˚ , we have` ÿ
Ně1
xlog Ny2››PNupω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q››2L2t LMx pR3`1q˘ 12 ă  14˚ ,
which implies ÿ
Ně1
››PNupω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q››L2t LMx pR3`1q .  14˚ ,
Proof. We have for any s ě M the bound››` ÿ
Ně1













xlog Ny2››PcupNq,pω˜pNq,ω˜pNq1 q››2L2t LqxpR3`1q˘ 12
for any 4 ă q ď M. The assertion then follows from (2.3) and lemma 4.5 in
[15]. 
For later reference, we shall want to adapt this result to data of varying degrees
of smoothness. We have
Lemma 2.2. Assume that
›› f ››HspR3q ă ˚, s P R, and that pω˜˚, ω˜˚1 q avoids an
exceptional set of measure . e´
d




xlog Ny2N2s´1´››PNupω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q››2L2t LMx pR3`1q˘ 12 ą λu˘ ă Ge´g λ2˚
In particular, up to a set of parameters ω˜3 of size ă e´
g?
˚ , we have` ÿ
Ně1
xlog Ny2N2s´1´››PNupω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q››2L2t LMx pR3`1q˘ 12 ă  14˚ .
By Bernstein’s inequality, this implies (choosing M sufficiently large) that` ÿ
Ně1
xlog Ny2N2s´1´››PNupω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q››2L2t L8x pR3`1q˘ 12 ă  14˚ .
For later reference, we shall also need randomised bounds for the L8t,x-norm
which beat the scaling. These can be obtained easily by using an LMt L
2`
x -Strichartz
bound and invoking Bernstein’s inequality to pass to an L8t,x-bound:
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Lemma 2.3. Let f be as in the preceding lemma. For fixed pω˜˚, ω˜˚1 q, there is a set
of parameters ω˜3 of size ą 1´ e´
g?
˚ , such that` ÿ
Ně1
xlog Ny2N2s´››PNupω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q››2L8t,xpR3`1q˘ 12 ă  14˚ .
2.3. The model problem: a class a fractional Wave Maps type equations. Now
let α P p0, 1q and introduce the Riesz type operators Rpαqν :“ Bν|∇|´α, ν “ 0, 1, 2, 3
where we put |∇| “ ?´4. We also set Bν “ mµνBµ, where mµν denotes the
Minkowski metric. Then consider the following class of equations on R3`1:
u “ Rpαqν uRν,pαqu. (2.4)
Note that for α “ 0 this attains essentially the form of the Wave Maps equa-
tion. This problem scales according to upt, xq ÝÑ λ2αupλt, λxq, and so the critical
Sobolev space is 9H 32´2α. Put sα :“ 32 ´ 2α. Then
Theorem 2.4. Let α P p0, 14q, and let s ą sα´α2 , and ur0s “
`
e´it
?´4 f pω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q
˘r0s,
where ›› f ››HspR3q ă ˚,
with ˚ ą 0 sufficiently small. Then for all pω˜˚, ω˜˚1 q avoiding an exceptional set of
measure . e´
d
˚ , and all ω˜3 avoiding a set of sizeă e´
g?
˚ , the problem (2.4) with




1 ,ω˜3q ` v,
where v P L8t 9Hsα ,
Remark 2.1. Observe that when α “ 0, the nonlinearity no longer has any smooth-
ing effect, and achieving a supercritical well-posedness result will have to employ
different techniques. The present result appears to rely crucially on the improved
range of Strichartz estimates due to Lemma 2.2.
Proof. Write u1 “ e´it
?´4 f pω˜˚,ω˜˚1 ,ω˜3q. Then outside of exceptional parameter sets









rN sα´ α2`´ 12 ››PcPNu1››L2t L8x s2˘ 12 ď  14˚ , (2.6)
where now C is a covering of all of frequency space by cubes of diameter „ 1.







2`´ 12 ››Plog N,κu1››2L2t L8x ˘ 12 ď  14˚ , (2.7)
provided l P r0, log Ns.
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››PNu1››L8t,x ď  14˚ . (2.8)




2`´ 12 ››PNu1››L2t LMx ď  14˚ . (2.9)
The equation for v becomes schematically
v “ Rpαqν u1Rν,pαqu1 ` Rpαqν u1Rν,pαqv` Rpαqν vRν,pαqv,
vr0s “ `vp0, ¨q, vtp0, ¨q˘ “ p0, 0q. (2.10)
We shall establish a fixed point here in a suitable space at regularity 9Hsα . In light
of the null-structure inherent in the nonlinearity, a variant of the norms used in [13]
here works:
}v}S k “ 2´k
`}∇t,xv} 9Xsα, 12 ,8k ` }∇t,xv}S S trk ` }∇t,xv}S angk ˘, (2.11)
where we set (for scaling reasons) and assuming p, s P r1,8q







p`3p 1q´ 12 qqkLpt L
q
x,





q 1 ď q ă 8, }v} 9Xs,p,8k :“ 2
s¨k sup
jPZ
2p¨ j}Q jv}L2t,x ,
and we use the following version of the null-frame spaces:
}v}S angk :“ suplą0
` ÿ
κPKl
››Pk,κQ˘ăk´2lv››2S k,˘κ˘ 12 ,
where››v››2S k,κ :“ ››v››2S S trk ` 22k¨sα supω<2κ distpω, κq2››v}2L8tωL2xωK ` 22k¨psα´1q22l››v››2PWrκs










For future reference, we shall use the notation
sup
ω<2κ
distpω, κq››v}L8tωL2xωK “: ››v››NFArκs˚
For the source terms, we employ the norm associated with the space given by




which involves the somewhat abstract null-frame space NFk associated to the norm››F››NFk :“ 2psα´1qk inflą100 infF“řκPKl Fκ˘
` ÿ
κPKl
››Fκ˘ ››2NFAr˘κs˘ 12 ,
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where it is understood that in F “ řκPKl Fκ˘ either the ` or the ´-sign ap-
plies everywhere, and each Fκ˘ has space-time Fourier support contained in ˘τ ą
0,
ˇˇ|τ| ´ |ξ|ˇˇ ă 2k´2l, ξ P κ, and we define››F››NFArκs :“ infω1<2κ distpω1, κq´1››F››L1tω1 L2xK
ω1
.
Then from [13] we have the key energy inequality for Schwartz functions φk sup-
ported at spatial frequency „ 2k:››φk››S k . ››φkr0s›› 9Hsαˆ 9Hsα´1 ` ››φk››Nk (2.12)
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is then accomplished by proving the following
Proposition 2.5. Assuming the bounds (2.5), (2.8), as well as the other assump-
tions of the theorem, and choosing ˚ small enough, the boundÿ
kPZ
››Pkv››S k ă ˚
implies the improved bound ÿ
kPZ
››Pkv››S k ă 12˚
This proposition, combined with standard arguments (see e. g. [13], [8]), easily








›› ¨ ››Nk :













The last two terms on the right are similar due to the symmetry.
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Then we bound››Q jPk2rRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k2
. 2´
j
2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk2
¨ 2 j´k1 ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2` ÿ
κPK j´k1
2
››Pk1,κu1››2L2t L8x ˘ 12 ¨ ` ÿ
κPK j´k1
2
››Pk2,κu1››2L8t L2x˘ 12 ,
where we have exploited the gain 2 j´k1 from the null-form due to the angular align-
ment of the factors. Then if j ą 0 we use the bound`ÿ
κ
››Pk1,κu1››2L2t L8x ˘ 12 .  14˚ ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ,
while we get `ÿ
κ
››Pk2,κu1››2L8t L2x˘ 12 . ˚ ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk2 .
Inserting these bounds above and simplifying results in››Q jPk2rRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k2
. 2
j´k1
2 ¨ 2αpk1´k2q ¨ 2´ k12 ¨ 2 α2` k1` α2` k2 ¨  54˚
. 2
j´k1
2 ¨ 2 α2 pk1´k2q ¨ 2p0´qk1 ¨  54˚ ,
and one can sum here over j ă k1, 0 ă k1 ă k2.
If j ď 0, then we use the bounds` ÿ
κPK j´k1
2




››Pk1,κu˘1 ››2NFAr˘κs˚˘ 12 . 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk1 ¨ ˚,
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which gives ››Q jPk2rRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k2
. 2
j
2 ¨ 2αpk1´k2q ¨ 2´ k12 ¨ 2 α2` k1` α2` k2 ¨ 2˚
. 2
j
2 ¨ 2 α2 pk1´k2q ¨ 2p0´qk1 ¨ 2˚,
which can be summed over j ă 0, 0 ă k1 ă k2.















Then we bound the first term on the right(with j ă k ` 10) by››Q jPkrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2´
j










where it is understood that the κ range over Kl with l “ k ´ k1 ` j´k2 . Using the
bounds from before for the square sums over caps, we find provided j`k2 ě 0››Q jPkrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2´
j
2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk ¨ 22pk´k1q` j´k ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2
¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2
j´k
2 ¨ 22p1´αqpk´k1q ¨ 2p´ 12`2¨ α2` qk2 ¨  54˚ ,
One can sum here over j ă k as well as k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q. The case j`k2 ă 0 is
again handled by using the PWrκs,NFArκs˚ norms, analogously to the preceding
case.
As for the term with large modulation, as the factors are free waves, we have (when
j ě k ` 10)
Q jPkrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s “ Qk1`Op1qPkrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s,
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and it follows that we then have
››Q jPkrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqu1,k2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2´
k1
2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2
¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2p2α´1`2 α2` qk1 ¨  54˚
ď 2p 12´2αqk ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk1 ¨ 2p0´qk1 ¨  54˚
This is summable, recalling α ă 14 .
This concludes the estimates for the self-interactions of u1, i. e. the first term on
the right hand side of (2.10).













where this time the last two terms are no longer identical.
(2.a): low-high interactions, i. e. the second term on the right. We decompose
it further into a number of terms:








Pk2 Qă jrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQ jvk2s
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We bound each of the terms on the right in turn, the first being easier:










2´2αqk2 ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p2α´1qk1 ¨ 2 α2` k1 14˚
¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨ ˚
. 2pα´
1
2` α2` qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨  54˚ ,
which is summable over 0 ă k1 ă k2 for 0 ă α ă 14 , say.
For the second and third term on the right above, we have to take advantage of the
null-structure:
2Pk2 Q jrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQă jvk2s “ Pk2 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 Qă j|∇|´αvk2s
´ Pk2 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 Qă j|∇|´αvk2s
Then we bound››Pk2 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 Qă j|∇|´αvk2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2
j
2 ¨ 2p 32´2αqk2 ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ ››u1,k1››L2t L8x ¨ 2´αk2››vk2››L8t L2x
. 2
j
2 ¨ 2p 32´2αqk2 ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´1qk1 ¨ 2 α2` k1 14˚
¨ 2´αk22p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨ ˚
. 2
j´k1
2 ¨ 2pα` α2`´ 12 qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 54˚ ,
and this can be summed over j ă k1 ` Op1q, 0 ă k1 ă k2, provided 0 ă α ă 14 .
Further, we have››Pk2 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 Qă j|∇|´αvk2s››L1t 9Hsα´1
. 2p
1
2´2αqk2 ¨ 2´αk1››u1,k1››L2t L8x ¨ 2´αk2››Qă jvk2››L2t,x
. 2p
1
2´2αqk2 ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2 j2 ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk2 54˚ ,
which leads to the same bound as in the preceding case. We note that it is here
that the larger range of Strichartz estimates appears crucial. The term with Q j,Qă j
interchanged is handled in the same way.
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Decompose this for fixed k2 ă k1 ´ 10 into








Pk1 Qă jrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQ jvk2s
Observe that for the first term on the right, we have
Pk1 Qąk2`10rRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqvk2s “ Pk1 Qąk2`10rRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQąk2vk2s
Then we get››Pk1 Qąk2`10rRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQąk2vk2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2´
k2






2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2´ k22 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 54˚
. 2´
α
2 k1 ¨ 2pα´ 32 qk2 54˚ ,
which can be summed over 0 ă k2 ă k1 ´ 10, if 0 ă α ă 1. If we restrict k2 ď 0,
we instead use››Pk1 Qąk2`10rRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQąk2vk2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2´
k2






2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk2 54˚
. 2´
α
2 k1 ¨ 2αk2 ¨  54˚ ,
which can be summed over k2 ď 0, k1 ą 0.
Next, we again use the null-structure to write
2Pk1 Q jrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQă jvk2s “ Pk1 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQă jvk2s
´ Pk1 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQă jvk2s
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Then we bound››Pk1 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQă jvk2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2
j






where we have 1p ` 1r “ 12 , p large. Observe that pr, 2p´q is (standard) Strichartz
admissible in 3` 1 dimensions. Then by interpolating between L2t L4`x and L8t L2x,
recalling (2.9), and picking p very large, we bound the preceding by
2
j








2 ¨ 2p 32´2αqk1 ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk2 ¨  54˚
This can be summed over k2 ă 12 k1 ą 0, j ă k2. Hence assume now k2 ě 12 k1.
Then we use››Pk1 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQă jvk2s›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2
j
2 ¨ 2p 32´2αqk1 ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ ››uk1››L2t L8x ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ ››vk2››L8t L2x
. 2
j´k2
2 ¨ 2p 32´2αqk1 ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2p2α´1qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2
j´k2
2 ¨ 2p 12´α` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p α2´ 12 qk1 ¨  54˚ ,
which can be summed over 0 ă k2 ă k1 ă 2k2, j ă k2.
Next, consider the term Pk1 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQă jvk2s. We bound this by››Pk1 Q jr|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQă jvk2s››L1t 9Hsα´1
. 2p
1
2´2αqk1 ¨ 2´αk1››u1,k1››L2t L8x ¨ 2´αk2››Qă jvk2››L2t,x
. 2p
1
2´2αqk1 ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2 j2 ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk2 ¨  54˚ ,
and this can be summed over k2 ă k1, j ă k2.
The remaining term
ř
jďk2`10 Pk1 Qă jrRpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQ jvk2s is handled similarly.
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Then bound the second term on the right by››Pk“Rpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQěk1´10vk2‰››L1t 9Hsα´1
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ ››u1,k1››L2t L8x ¨ 2p1´αqk2`2´k2››∇t,xQěk1´10vk2››L2t,x˘
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2´ k12 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨  54˚ ,
which can be summed over k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q, k1 ą 0, provided α ă 14 . Next,
consider the first term on the right above, which is a bit more subtle. In fact, we
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2´2αqk ¨ 2´ k12 ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ ››u˘1,k1››L8t,x ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ ››Q˘k1´10ą¨ěkvk2››L2t,x
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2´ k12 ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2´ k2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2´2αk ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk1 ¨  54˚ ,
which can be summed over 0 ă k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q provided 0 ă α ă 14 , say. To
handle the case k ă 0, one changes L8t,x to L8t L2x and applies Bernstein’s inequality
to the whole expression to place it into L2t,x.







. Here the presence
of the two derivatives Bν, Bν gains a factor 2l´k1 if we fix the modulation of the term

























2´2αqk ¨ 2 l´k12 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨  54˚ ,
and this can be summed over k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q ą 0.




‰ “ PkQąk1´10“Rpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQăkvk2‰,
due to the fact that u1,k1 is a free wave, and this can then be bounded by››PkQąk1´10“Rpαqν u1,k1Rν,pαqQăkvk2‰›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1
. 2´
k1
2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ ››u1,k1››L2t L8x ¨ 2p1´αqk2››Qăkvk2››L8t L2x
. 2´
k1
2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨  54˚ .
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which can be summed over k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q ą 0 provided α ă 14 .
As for the third and fourth terms in (2.13), they are handled similarly, and so we




‰ “ PkQă j“|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQ jvk2‰
´ PkQă j
“|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQ jvk2‰





2´2αqk ¨ 2´αk1››u1,k1››L2t L8x ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ ››Q jvk2››L8t L2x
. 2
j
2 ¨ 2p 32´2αqk ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2
j´k
2 ¨ 2p2´2αqk ¨ 2p2α´ 52` α2` qk1 ¨  54˚ ,
which is summable over j ă k, k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q for α ă 14 . Further, we have››PkQă j“|∇|´αu1,k1 |∇|´αQ jvk2‰››L1t 9Hsα´1
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ ››u1,k1››L2t L8x ¨ 2´αk2››Q jvk2››L2t,x
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´1` α2` qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2 j2 ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk2 ¨  54˚
. 2
j´k
2 ¨ 2p1´2αqk ¨ 2p2α´ 32` α2` qk1 ¨  54˚ ,
which can be summed over j ă k, k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q ą 0, proved α ă 14 .
(3): self-interactions of v. Here we bound the term Rpαqν vRν,pαqv, which can














It suffices to deal with the first and second term on the right hand side. This being
quite standard in light of [14], [13], [8] for example, we only deal with the first
term here.
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Rpαqν Qă jvk1Rν,pαqQ jvk2
‰
Here the first and second terms as well as the fifth and sixth terms are essentially
the same, of course. We shall here exploit the full generality of the spaces Nk to
estimate these terms.
‚ The first term on the right. Note that for this term either the second factor
is at modulation ą 2k`5 or else the entire expression is at modulation




2´2αqk ¨ 2 32 k2p1´αqk1`2´k1››∇t,xQěk`10vk1››L2t,x˘ ¨ 2p1´αqk2`2´k2››∇t,xQěk`5vk2››L2t,x˘
. 2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2 32 k ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2´ k2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2´ k2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨ 2˚
. 2p1´2αqpk´k1q ¨ 2˚.
This can be summed over k ă k1 ` 10 provided α ă 14 . In case that the
whole expression is at modulation ě 2k`5, we place it into 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1.
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and so we can bound this by
››PkQěk`10“Rpαqν Qăkvk1Rν,pαqQăkvk2‰›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1
. 2´
k








2 ¨ 2p 12´2αqk ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk1 ¨ 2k´k1 ¨ 2p1´αqk2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk2 ¨ 2˚
. 2p1´2αqpk´k1q ¨ 2˚,
which can be summed over k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q, provided α ă 14 .‚ The fourth to sixth terms. Write
2PkQ j
“
Rpαqν Qă jvk1Rν,pαqQă jvk2
‰ “ PkQ j“|∇|´αQă jvk1 |∇|´αQă jvk2‰
´ PkQ j
“|∇|´αQă jvk1 |∇|´αQă jvk2‰
´ PkQ j
“|∇|´αQă jvk1 |∇|´αQă jvk2‰
The last two terms on the right are of course symmetrical, and it suffices
to bound one of them. The first term on the right can be estimated purely
by means of Strichartz estimates
››PkQ j“|∇|´αQă jvk1 |∇|´αQă jvk2‰›› 9Xsα´1,´ 12 ,1k
. 2p
3
2´2αqk ¨ 2 j2 ¨ 2´αk1››Qă jvk1››L3t L6x ¨ 2´αk2››Qă jvk2››L6t L3x
. 2
j´k
2 ¨ 2p2´2αqk ¨ 2´αk1 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` 23 qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32` 13 qk2 ¨ 2˚
“ 2 j´k2 ¨ 2p2´2αqpk´k1q ¨ 2˚.
This can be summed over j ă k, k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q(where we assume
as usual α ă 14 ).
For the remaining terms in the above decomposition, we have to again
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resort to null-frame spaces: write
PkQ j






























To simplify notation, denote the second sum counting from the left by Σp1q


















››|∇|´αQ˘ă jPk1,κ1v››L2t,x ¨ ››|∇|´αQ˘ă jPk2,κ2v››PWr˘κ2s.
Here we have exploited that for fixed κ1,2 there are only Op1qmany choices
for κ. Since for fixed κ1 there are only Op1q many choices for κ2 (in Σp1q),
we can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as well as Plancherel’s the-
orem to bound the preceding by
2p
1
2´2αqk ¨ 2´ j´k2
ÿ
˘,˘





2´2αqk ¨ 2´ j´k2 ¨ 2p1´αqk1 ¨ ¨2 j2 ¨ 2p2α´ 32 qk1 ¨ 2´αk2 ¨ 2 j´k2 ¨ 2p2α´ 12 qk2 ¨ 2˚
. 2
j´k
2 ¨ 2p1´2αqpk´k1q ¨ 2˚.
This can be summed over j ă k, k ă k1 “ k2 ` Op1q.

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